Pyramid equalizer wiring diagram
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Info Last Updated: August 19, Method 1 of Connect the equalizer to your receiver for the easiest
connection. Most receivers have either preamp-in and preamp-out connections or tape monitor
connections. In most cases, these are the best way to connect an equalizer to your stereo.
Connecting to the tape monitor channels will require connection to only your receiver. Learn
how to hook up an equalizer to the receiver instead. Purchase 2 pairs of RCA cables. To run a
signal from your stereo receiver to the equalizer and then to your amplifier, you will need 2 sets
of RCA cable the same kind that is usually used to connect source components like turntables
and CD players. The length of the RCA cables should match the length of the distance between
the receiver and the equalizer. Connect one pair of RCA cables between the receiver and
equalizer. Connect one pair of cables to the pre-amp output channels on the receiver and the
other end of the cable to the left and right channel inputs on the equalizer. You will usually find
these channels on the rear of the equalizer. Right channel jacks will usually take the red colored
RCA plug while left channel should take white or black RCA plugs. Connect the other pair of
RCA cables between the receiver and amplifier. Connect the other pair of cables from the output
channels on the back of the equalizer to the left and right input channels on the amplifier.
Connect the amp to the receiver. The amplifier should remain connected to the receiver with an
RCA cable between the amplifier outputs and the amp inputs on the receiver. This effectively
creates a loop from the receiver through the equalizer and amplifier and back to the receiver.
Turn on the receiver, equalizer and amplifier to use your equalizer. Turn on all three
components and adjust the equalizer knobs according to your preferences. You should now be
able to manipulate the controls on the equalizer to change the frequency response or tone of
your music. Method 2 of Hook up your equalizer to your receiver if it does not have preamp-out
channels. The equalizer should always be between the receiver and the amplifier. Your amplifier
will need integrated preamp-out and preamp-in connections to work with this method. To run a
signal from your stereo receiver to the equalizer and back again, you'll need 2 sets of RCA cable
the same kind that is usually used to connect source components like turntables and CD
players. Connect one pair of cables to the tape monitor output channels on the receiver and the
other end of the cable to the left and right channel inputs on the equalizer. Connect the other
pair of RCA cables between the receiver and equalizer. Connect the other pair of cables from
the output channels on the back of the equalizer to the tape monitor input channels on the back
of the receiver. Use your equalizer. This opens the tape monitor channels and means that the
sound will travel through your equalizer before being sent to the amplifier. Adjust the equalizer
knobs according to your preferences. If you have a tape deck connected to the tape monitor
channels then you will have to remove this before connecting your equalizer. Method 3 of
Connect the equalizer directly to your amplifier if your receiver does not have preamp-output
channels or tape monitor channels but your amplifier has preamp-in and out channels.
However, if your receiver does not have these channels then some amplifiers allow you to
connect the equalizer directly. Connecting to the amplifier directly will require preamp-in and
preamp-out channels on your amplifier. To run a signal from your equalizer to the amplifier and
back again, you'll need 2 sets of RCA cable the same kind that is usually used to connect
source components like turntables and CD players. Connect one pair of RCA cables between
the equalizer and amplifier. Connect one pair of cables to the pre-amp output channels on the

amplifier and the other end of the cable to the pre-amp input channels on the equalizer.
Sometimes the amplifier channels will say tape monitor output rather than pre-amp output so
you can also use these. Connect the other pair of RCA cables between the amplifier and
receiver. Connect the other pair of cables from the output channels on the back of the equalizer
to the pre-amp input channels on the amplifier. Some amplifiers might have tape monitor input
rather than pre-amp input channels so you can also use these. Switch on the pre-amp
connection on the amplifier. Some amplifiers will have a switch to turn on the pre-amp
connections. If you are using tape monitor channels then you will also need to switch on the
tape monitor switch. Depress the button to turn on this connection. Method 4 of Use this
method to connect an equalizer to your car stereo in a remote location for additional space.
Some equalizers are designed for installation in your dash while others are designed for a
remote location such as the trunk. The installation location will depend on your particular
choice of equalizer and preferences. Many prefer to install their equalizers in their trunk near the
amp so that they have the option to easily add additional amps later. Some vehicles will not
have space in the dash for an equalizer and will need to remote-mount their equalizer.
Equalizers can be installed anywhere between your amp and receiver. Decide where you would
like to mount the equalizer. Most people prefer to mount their remote-mount equalizer in their
trunk near the amp. This way they can easily add additional amps later on by connecting a close
wire. Other possible locations include under a seat in the vehicle. Remember that wherever you
mount your equalizer, you will have to run wires to your head unit, or receiver, and amplifier.
Remove your receiver from the dash. Remove your receiver from the dash so that you can
access the wires behind. Usually you can pull off the plastic piece covering the dash and then
pull the receiver slightly out. Connect the RCA cables to your in-dash receiver. Tape them
together so they will not come apart. Bring the cables to the equalizer and plug in. Route the
cables through the dash to the equalizer. You should use tape or wire ties along the way to
connect the two cables together. Plug the cables into the preamp inputs on your equalizer.
Mount your equalizer to the vehicle. Do not mount your equalizer directly to the metal chassis.
This will interfere with the sound. It is better to mount the equalizer on a platform or some kind
of rubber material to prevent interference. If you must bolt the equalizer directly to the metal
chassis, then you should use rubber pieces between the equalizer and the vehicle. Turn off your
ignition. Turn off your ignition completely and remove your keys before you begin installation.
This is for your safety while you connect the wires to avoid getting shocked. Connect your
ground wire. On your equalizer you will see three wires. The black one is the ground wire.
Remove a bolt near the equalizer mounting location and scrape away any paint covering the
location around the bolt. Crimp a ring on the end of the wire and bolt this to the vehicle. If there
is no location available then you will have to drill a hole in the chassis. Be very careful not to
damage the gas tank or brake line while doing this. Connect the power cable. The yellow wire
could be red or another color- check your manual on your equalizer is the 12V power cable.
Connect this cable either to the power cable attached to the receiver or to a 12V variable power
source in the fuse box such as the wiper fuse. If your receiver does not have a wiring diagram to
show which wires are switched power cables, then you should use a digital multimeter to
identify the correct cable. Connect the multimeter to the cable when the key is in the off position
and make sure the voltage reads at zero. Then turn the key into the on position and see if there
is now 12V. If the wire follows this pattern then you have found the correct switched 12V power
wire. Splice the wires together and wrap the exposed metal with electrical tape completely. This
prevents the exposed areas from touching other wires and potentially shorting the system. You
can also crimp the wires together but this is not as strong as splicing. This wire will need to be
routed from the receiver to wherever the equalizer is mounted. Connect the remote turn-on wire.
This wire will usually be a blue wire with a white stripe, and should be labeled on your equalizer.
On the receiver should be a blue usually blue but can be other colors wire that goes to the
amplifier. Connect this wire to the blue wire on the receiver after routing it through the vehicle
from where the equalizer is located. Splice or crimp the wires together to make a connection
and then wrap the connection in electrical tape. Test the equalizer by turning on the car. Then
turn on the radio to check that everything is working well and that the equalizer turns on with
the radio. Replace the receiver. Put the receiver back into its bracket and place the frame
covering back into place. Be sure all the wiring is pushed inside the dash beforehand. Method 5
of Use this method to connect an equalizer to your car stereo in the dash if you want easy
access to the controls. Some equalizers are designed to for installation in your dash while
others are designed for a remote location such as the trunk. Many prefer to install their
equalizers in the dash of the vehicle so that they can have access to the controls continuously.
Decide where you would like to install the equalizer. The best place to install an in-dash
equalizer is right above or below your head unit, or stereo control unit. Some vehicles will have

space for this in their dash. Other vehicles will not have space and the equalizer can then be
mounted under the dash. The final option is to custom-fit your equalizer into the dash. If you
have space in your dash, then you will simply need an installation kit to mount your equalizer.
These kits are brackets that hold the head unit to the dash and require only a few screws to
attach. Your kit will come with particular instructions for mounting. If you do not have space in
your dash you will need an under-dash mounting kit. There are many different designs for
under-dash kits so choose on that you prefer and works well with your vehicle. If you would like
to have a custom install then it is best to leave the job to a professional audio installer. To avoid
"cable clutter," it's best to buy "patch" size cables, which are only about a foot 30 cm in length.
Mount your equalizer. Mount your equalizer to whichever location you have chosen. You will
simply need to attach a few screws in order to mount your equalizer. On the back of the receiver
will also be a black ground wire and you should splice or crimp these wires together. After
making the connection, wrap it in electrical tape. If you cannot find a black wire on the receiver,
remove a bolt near the equalizer mounting location and scrape away any paint covering the
location around the bolt. Most likely it's a grounding issue or faulty wire and connections. Best
to rewire. Yes No. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 2. How do I connect several devices, including the
equalizer, a CD player, and an amp, so that I have enough in and out connections and they are
all in the proper order? The amp will have a dedicated CD input that you should use for the CD
player. The equalizer will be connected using one of the above described methods, depending
on the options in your amp. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. You cannot connect the speaker to the
equalizer because speakers can only connect to an amplifier. Use the speaker outputs from the
equalizer. If you have more than one set of speakers, you could use both, but if you did, then
the speakers from the receiver would have unequal sound. Unanswered Questions. What is the
best way to set up an equalizer without connections? How do I connect my equalizer to my
amplifier? How do I hook up an old school equalizer booster with no rvs jacks to a aftermarket
stereo? Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Receivers
without a tape monitor loop can still be connected to an equalizer if separate output and input
jacks are present between the pre-amplification and power amplification stages. Connect the
equalizer as above, placing it in the signal path between the stages. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Hire
a professional to complete this installation. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully
reviewed before being published. Make sure all devices are turned off while you are connecting
them to avoid injury. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: 6.
Updated: August 19, Categories: Audio. In other languages Bahasa Indonesia: Memasang
Equalizer. Italiano: Collegare un Equalizzatore. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that
has been read , times. Is this article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to
use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related Articles How to.
Categories Computers and Electronics Audio. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails
according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Keep up with tech in just 5 minutes a week! Sign Up
Now. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! The first thing that you have got
to think about is the fact that there is a whole lot of wiring to be done. First of all you need to
think about where you want the car stereo equalizer to be installed in the car. Where does it look
the best, is there enough room where you think it looks the best, or do you need to consider
installing it in a different area of the car. Wiring a car stereo equalizer can be a rewarding
experience when done the right way. After you have the car stereo equalizer mounted, you need
to run the main power wire, usually a 16 gauge red wire to the main power, or switched power
wire in the fuse panel, you will need a test light for this. If you want the car stereo equalizer to
come on only when the key is in the on position, you need to locate a power post that only has
power when the key is on. Hook up your main power wire from the equalizer to that post. After
you have run the main power wire, you will need to find a place to mount the ground wire. A
plastic mounted ground wire will never make a good ground. Next you will move on to the
wiring the car stereo to the equalizer itself, at this point you should just need to plug in the RCA
jacks from the main stereo head unit to the equalizer. Make sure that you alternate the wires one
over the other, this will help them to stay in place. This is really all there is to wiring a car stereo
to an equalizer and connecting to car speakers, just make sure the you have crimped all of the
connectors on the wiring correctly, and with the right connectors. Make sure that you plugged
the RCA connectors to the right ports, and you ready to go. If you enjoyed this article please
consider sharing it! The proposed 10 band graphic equalizer circuit can be used in conjunction
with any existing audio amplifier system to get an enhanced 10 stage audio processing, and
customized tone control. The circuit can be easily converted to a 5 band graphic equalizer by
simply eliminating 5 stages from the shown design. A graphic equalizer is a type of complex
tone control circuit which can be applied to smooth out or enhance the frequency response of

any hi-fi audio amplifier, or in a guitar effects unit. To be precise, the unit can prove effective in
virtually any form of audio application. The unit is quite simple to use. All one has to do is feed
the TV or PC audio input to this circuit and hook the output with the existing home theater
amplifier. Next, it would be just a matter of adjusting the given 10 band controls and enjoying
the vastly improved sound quality. You would be able to tailor the sound as per your preferred
tastes. As an example, the midrange controls of the equalizer can be adjusted to highlight
dialogue or in order to reduce the harshness over a particular range of voice audio. Or perhaps
you can roll off the high pitched even to further extents in case you wished, or simply
heightened the bas boost to your liking. The circuit also includes a fixed 10kHz low pass filter
stage for cancelling out unwanted noise such as hiss or other high frequencies disturbances.
Referring to the given circuit diagram we can see that the associated opamps form the main
active component responsible for the required optimizations. You will notice that all the 10
stages are identical, it's the difference in the values of the incuded capacitors and the pot which
effectively varies the processing leves across the various stages. For analyzing the operation
we may consider any one of the opamp stages since all of them are identical. Here the opamps
act as " gyrators " which refers to an opamp circuit which effectively converts a capacitive
response to an inductance response. Consider an AC voltage source Vi connected to the
opamp stage. This pushes a current Ic via the capacitor C1, C2, C3 etc , which constitutes a
proportional voltage across the connected ground resistance R11, R12, R13 etc. Due to this the
voltage across the feedback resistor R1, R2, R3 etc becomes equal to the difference between
Vin and Vout which causes current to flow via the feedback resistor and back into the input
voltage source! A careful assessment of the phases of the above developed current would show
that as Ic leads the voltage Vin as it can expected for any capacitive circuit the net input current
that may be the vector sum of Ic and Io in fact trails the voltage Vi. Therefore this implies that in
effect, the capacitor C has gotten transformed into a virtual inductor due to the actions of the
opamp. Here C would be in Farads and the resistances in Ohms. The pots effectively vary the
input current to the opamps which results in a change in the value of the above explained
"inductance", which in turn results in the required music enhancement in the form of treble cuts
or bass boosts. The simplified version of the above explained graphic equalizer can be
witnessed in the following image:. A very neat and reasonably efficient 5 band graphic equalizer
circuit using only passive components can e built as shown in the following diagram:. As can
be seen in the figure above, the 5 band equalizer has five potentiometers for controlling the tone
of the input music signal, while the sixth potentiometer is positioned for controlling the volume
of the sound output. Basically, the shown stages are simple RC filters, which narrow or broaden
the frequency passage of the input signal, so that only a certain band of frequency is allowed to
pass, depending on the adjustment of the relevant pots. Lastly followed by the volume control
pot control. Since the design does not use active components this equalizer is able to operate
without any supply input. Please note that if this 5 band equalizer is implemented for a stereo or
multichannel system, it may become necessary to set up an equalizer in the identical manner
for each of the channels. If you have any circuit related query, you may interact through
comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your email address will not be published.
Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. I put the C1 capacitor electrolytic, with a
capacity of 2. What is the circle on volume K? You can see the symbol, it shows an electrolytic
cap. Has this circuit been tested in practice? I connected the circuit to the first six bands. But
the output is very low and has noise. I used MKT capacitor. Is this the reason for my problem?
Will the problem be solved if I assemble the circuit to the end? I used wire to connect the
volume. Is this a problem? If I did not receive an answer from this circuit. I try the last circuit
that is without power. Finally, if you have any advice to improve the output, please. All types of
capacitors will work for this projectâ€¦. For these frequencies, I calculated based on the above
components, and the value obtained is far from the nominal value. Please give a few examples
this Circuit. Hi, but the equalizer involves quite a few resistors and capacitors, so applying the
above formula can be tricky, or may be the various RCs will have to be solved in steps. Hi and
thanks so much for the circuit. Are they all 1w like the 56 ohm one? You are welcome, resistor
tolerance indicate the maximum voltage and current it can withstand before getting hot and
burning. If yes, how? Not sure how Q factor can be controlled or calculated. The default bands
could be calculated through the formula as explained in the article. Then, I will be able to adjust
what frequencies are being affected. The LM is quite a high voltage chip. Can you suggest a 5v
alternative? I could use a step up to get 30v, but I would rather not. Do you know any formula to
calculate the quality factor of the gyrators without measuring any parameters? Hello, I know you
posted the type of capacitors used, metalized polyester, 50VDC. This is probably a dumb
question, can any non-polarized capacitor be used like ceramic or other film? Also do the
capacitors need to be 50VDC or will any capacitor rated 50 or above work? Just referring to the

non-polarized capacitors. Hi, yes they can be used as long as they are of standard quality and
from good manufacturers. As a rule of thumb the capacitor voltage must be 2 times more than
the supply voltage used for the circuit, higher value than this will only enhance the safety of the
capacitor, and will have no effect in their normal working. In the passive diagram, I do not see
the standard ee symbol for the potentiometers. Whatever resistance are they;and, where do
they go? Thank you. Does this circuit require power? I am assuming the 0V are actually
grounds. Is the polarity of C22 in the diagram correct? And is c24 connected to the pots or
should it also go to ground like c23? Yes it will require power to function. Rest everything can
be exactly as shown in the diagram. Where are the ICs in the 5band passive equalizer circuit
diagram? How can I convert the circuit into stereo? It is a passive design so no semiconductors
are involved here! Make two identical stages for the two channels. Make two identical units, join
their grounds in common, join the right and the left input ends to the music inputs, and the join
the outputs with the power amplifiers. You will have to use the equalizer between the source
and the power amplifier, so volume will not affectedâ€¦. If we have to graphic equalizers for
stereo, then I think the spectrum analyzers also two are required is it correct. How do you make
this stereo? Do you make 2 PCBs one for the left channel and one for right channel? Is it
possible to get away with making 2 amplifier stages and connecting them to the 10 pot row? I
have interest in this cct I hv been looking for such pretty small smart Unique cct. I want to build
it an use it for m church. LM might not work correctly, only an opamo is recommended such as
LM, or other similarâ€¦. You can check each of the gyrators separately with an oscilloscope to
confirm their quality individually. I recently bought a home theater system and found out it had
a terrible software. If I wanted to equilize every single channel, how would you suggest me to do
it? Maybe those multi-channel pots to equilize them together without mixing the outputs? Hi
Swagatam, thanks for the circuit. I was wondering, in each filter the feedback is done througth
the inverting terminal or the non inverging one? Hi, the lower end of the K goes nowhere
meaning this terminal should be kept unusedâ€¦. Do you have any formula to calculate the
quality factor of a typical gyrator? The latter has Lower Noise if I remember correctly. Hi there.
Nice circuit. Good for anyone who has the enthutiast in electronic. Is there a ready made pcb lay
out for this project? Planning to build it. You'll also like: 1. Comments Your Comments are too
Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above article, and are not off-topic! Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Search Related Posts for Commenting Search
this website. Hi Wesky, which formula did you use, RC filter formula? Sorry for my English and
Thanks in advance. Hello, I have not yet used this device, so it can be difficult for me to solve
your query. Sorry not sure about it at this moment, will need to research it. Sir, which simulator
would you prefer; LTspice or Multisim? Both are good, depends which is better equipped for a
given schematic. Thank you for taking the time to help. Hello Swagatam, Could you please
explain how you calculate the capacitor values? Hello Neils, the capacitor and Resistor
calculation is given in the article. Please can you explain the process for stereo output? Does
using passive equalizer will reduce my music volume level? The volume potentiometer is linear
or logarithmic? Some question about band poentiometers. For stereo you will need two
separate amplifiers at the output of the two equalizer circuits. For stereo you will have to make
two isolated sets. Swagatham, how can I calculate the quality factor of the individual gyrators?
Thanks for the circuit! My pleasure! Wish you all the best with this project and a Happy Birthday
in Advance. Do you have a part list or bill of material for your system? I have updated the parts
list in the article, please check it out. I am sorry, PCB is not available at the moment, but I may
surely try to update it in near future. What components are conected to inversor inputs?
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